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FOOD PRODUCTS
Taj Agro International, is an Export oriented food processing Mumbai Based company,
Marketing all types of tropical fruit pulp/ purees and concentrates, Bulk Frozen and IQF Fruits and
Vegetables as per Buyers requirements.
Taj agro International thus brings with it a rare blend of proven organizational capabilities, high
systems orientation, rich global expertise and more importantly, a strong customer focus. We
serve our customers by providing them with the finest variety of quality, fresh products
anywhere
Taj agro International, while achieving the highest ever record in the sales of food products last
year, plans to soon launch Super Market chain for local Consumer in Northern and Eastern Part of
India.
MD Abhishek Singh told that company hopes to introduce advanced technology to local Market to
avail safe and clean Food Products Items and on very marginal rates.
Food is important, in many ways and for many reasons. In many different delicious cultures there
are very distinct eating habits, but we all have something in common: we all eat.
Health food matters.
When a food product shows up on a store shelf, it is only as good as its ingredients, and the skills
and care of its handlers. And the ingredients are only as healthy as the soil it comes from.
We look at food with various levels of understanding. Sometimes companies that manipulate foods
intentionally hide the real nature of what they produce. In Canada, for example, labeling genetically
modified food is voluntary. Given that most informed eaters would shun products, voluntarily
disclosing that their product contain Agro is not likely to happen. Deceptive labeling can deceive by
omission.
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Food of course is not the only vector of unwanted contaminants, but it is one we do have a some
choice over. We can eat the highly refined, sugar, salt, preservative-laden unfresh food, or an
apple, avocado or pumpkin seeds for snacks each day. Spice life with compassion so we too can
nourish our deep spirit inside.
So, Taj Agro International has a motto to look forward, which can be beneficial to common human
race, as we all need to Eat, and there our purpose begins:

A Constant Passion to Perform.!
So, you all may send your valuable queries and suggestions to us, to
improve ourselves everyday

Note :- Rate of the products Mention in the Website will be verified by day to day fluctuation in the Indian Agro Market Actual Rate
of the Products will be provide at the time of final Confirmation of Order
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Contact Us
Contact information for Taj Group companies in India.
TAJ AGRO INTERNATIONAL
(A Division of Taj Pharmaceuticals Limited )
http://www.tajagroproducts.com
E-mail :
tajagroproducts@gmail.com
tajagrointernational@gmail.com
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